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In the Minecartappendix:

- New cart invented
- What type of Carts to you like?
- How expensive are railtracks?
- The new Subwayline in progress

The complete
story of Eddie
the Villager
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TAXES: tax increase of 5 gold ingots is growing too much for the normal Steve

Squid Hunting illigal
MINECRAFTIA OCEANS - There is
bad news for the Squid fishers. The
Squids have been moved to the
Endangered species list. There are
a few waterparks where Squid
fishing is illigal. We hope the squids
will move off the list of Endangered
Spieces in the near future. We have
an interview with one of the Squid
protectors McCreeper and a famous
Squid Fisher Scuttlebucket.

Interview with Scuttlebucket:'I like
squid fishing and I think that it is
total nonsense that they want to
prohibit Squid fishing. I think that,
when they make special reserves
for the squids, that they also should
make special area's where the
fanatic squid fisher could enjoy his
or her hobby. There is a lake where
there are over 400 squids, so i don't
see the point why they should
prohibit the fishing.'

Interview with McCreeper: 'The
squid fishing must become illigal,
because there are only 6000 squids
left, and the reproducing of the
squids goes very slow. The squids
only get killed for their ink sacks and
are thrown back into the water after
their ink sacks have bin removed,
where they will die, because they
can't gather food anymore. I mean,
it is the same thing with elephants,
who get killed by Farlanders, only
for the ivory of their tusks. 

we also found a famous squid who
was able too talk and asked him a
few questions but he only said: 'I
want a mustache!'

Jeff finnally has a mustache and
now he wants to grow it as long as
possible. The MPG members didn't
want it, and now they will go to court
with him, now he said that he
wanted a beard too.

Bouncer invented a new medicine
by using the eggs of his dear pet
Pixelmedes. The first two tries
ended up in a mutant zombie, but
the third try was a succes! Bouncer
is now able to heal infected
Creatures, so theres a big chance
there will be a zombie-free future.

MINECRAFTIA- Steve murdered a skeleton
today, after the skeleton offered him some
arrows for 12 gold ingots. Steve said that that
was too expensive and

expensive and he started to threaten the
skeleton, after which the skeleton ran away.
Steve chased him and cornerd him near the

ravine of Khazad-dûm, where the Iron Golem
police found the skeleton dead on the bottom of
it. More on page 2

MINECRAFTIA PLAINS- The
Minecraftia Police Department
busted around 15 illigal sugarcane
farms this month. The farms are
mostly hidden in the Plains, near
large water bodies. The M.P.D tries
to spot the farms by making use of
its S.E.A.C squads. The Leader

of  S.E.A.C squad 442 said: 'It is
highly remarkable that the farms are
in the Plains, where they are easier
to spot, thanks to the good
teamwork of all squads. Last night
we found another farm, lead by the
mysterious Herobrine who

keeps escaping us, no matter what
we try. We hope to get him soon.' In
most cases, the farms are small and
lead by poor Steves, who don't have
enough money to stay alive without
this illigal trade.
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Iron golems need improvements

Does Jeff need a beard or not?
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Meet and Greet on
server with Bouncer

and Fox on Sunday A.S
from 12:00 untill 13:30.

Get yourself
whitelisted now! send

an e-mail to:
mcprojectgames@gm-

ail.com 


